A new yeast artificial chromosome vector designed for gene transfer into mammalian cells.
This report describes the construction of a new yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) vector designed for gene transfer into mammalian cells. For ease of use, the two arms of the vector were cloned separately. The vector harbours the Neo and Hyg genes for dominant selection in mammalian cells, a putative human origin of replication, a synthetic matrix attachment region and two loxP sites (one on each arm). The cloning ability of the vector was demonstrated by successful propagation of the cDNA of the cystic fibrosis gene, CFTR, as a YAC in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. A YAC containing the entire CFTR gene was also constructed by retrofitting the two arms of a pre-existing clone (37AB12) with the two arms of the novel vector. Both the cDNA and entire gene containing YACs were circularized in yeast by inducible expression of the Cre recombinase. Recombination occurred very specifically at the loxP sequences present on the two arms of the YAC. Applications of the vector to gene transfer are discussed.